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According to Chadha, the advantages of e-menus are:  

• No cost for reprinting

• Easier maintenance

• Enhanced appeal and luxury quotient

• Gives way to easier transition between offerings

• More efficient deliveries since it saves on time for 

placing orders 

• Virtual animation

• Guest connect

“While in fine dining space paper menu cards, active 

involvement of the chef to curate personalised expe-

riences and the personal touch of the service staff 

still are strong determinants, iPad/tablet e-menus 

work well for high street and standalone mass mar-

ket brands who often change their menus on day-to-

day basis in line with availability of ingredients and 

produce. This may further give an interesting oppor-

tunity to curious and new customers who can view 

pictures and other details to decide,” remarks Jilani.  

“In future, fine dining brands will gradually need to 

adjust to offer experiences for everyone and create 

more and more room for the ever growing tech-savvy 

consumer segment,” says Jilani. “Technology provid-

ing information, communication and entertainment 

is the way forward for the F&B industry. A fast food 

chain has done a trial “subconscious menu” which 

enables the Tobii Eye tracking device to understand 

what toppings would the customer like on his pizza 

for instance by virtue of him just looking at the menu 

for about three seconds. Meanwhile another venture 

has analysed and claimed that the human brain is the 

most creative at a certain level of alcohol consump-

tion and the device helps him record when he reaches 

the particular level in his bottle of beer depending on 

his weight,” adds  Chadha. The future of F&B, accord-

ing to Khan is:  

• E-menus at all the F&B venues of an establishment

• Buzzer at every table to call the server in huge venues

• Self-billing kiosks

• Billing via mobile app after dining

• Extensive use of conveyor belts

“A smart technology set up will aim at reducing 

man-hours, provide seamless and accurate custom-

er interactions, active capitalisation of new business 

opportunities and manage risk effectively. All these 

automatically add to the top and bottom line,” says 

Jilani. “Embracing technology is a lucrative affair. It is 

an investment over a period of time. There is reduc-

tion in recurring operational expenditure to an extent 

which positively impacts the bottom line. However, 

the fast pace with which it is evolving makes it diffi-

cult to invest that often, as it costs dear affecting the 

bottom line,” remarks Khan. “While technology has an 

initial cost incurred, it saves on recurring costs thus 

impacting the bottom line positively. Approximately 

10-12% of footfalls across F&B are driven through 

technology, whether through online channels or so-

cial network engagements. All smiles as this number 

is on an upward graph,” concludes Chadha.  HI

3. E-menus are slowly gaining 
acceptance on the Indian F&B 
scene.

4. Jamavar at the Leela Palace, 
New Delhi. 

E-menus are increasingly gaining 
acceptance at not just standalone 
fine-dine places but restaurants 

within hotels as well. 

Samir Jilani, F&B manager, Leela 
Palace, New Delhi.
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